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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
The Council identified the creation and modification of flatfish accountability measures as a 
2017 work priority. Currently, the scallop fishery has sub-ACLs and AMs in place for three 
flatfish stocks managed through the Groundfish FMP: Georges Bank yellowtail flounder (GB 
yellowtail), Southern New England/Mid-Atlantic yellowtail flounder (SNE/MA yellowtail), and 
Southern New England/Mid-Atlantic (SNE/MA) windowpane flounder. The Council has 
recommended that a scallop sub-ACL for Northern windowpane flounder be established through 
Framework 56, with the development of accountability measures (AMs) for this stock in 
Framework 29 to the Scallop FMP.  

Existing scallop fishery AMs vary by permit category and gear type. The Scallop AP, 
Committee, and full Council have expressed interest in redesigning the AMs for GB yellowtail 
flounder and SNE/MA yellowtail flounder to make AMs as consistent to the extent feasible with 
gear modification AMs for SNE/MA windowpane flounder (Council Motion #4a, June 22, 
2016).  

Council Staff worked with members of the PDT and scientific community to assemble 
information relevant to this management priority. This document describes the data, methods, 
and data products used to develop flatfish AM alternatives that are being considered by the 
Council in Framework 29. The sections of this document follow the general timeline of AM 
development.  This document is not an official product of the Scallop PDT.  

2.0 SCALLOP FISHERY BYCATCH SEASONALITY 
Early stages of flatfish accountability measure development used observer data to investigate 
spatiotemporal patterns of bycatch interactions by the scallop fishery.  Bycatch trends were 
described in terms of observed monthly discard to kept ratios (d/K), which is the ratio of the 
weight of observed flatfish catch to the weight of kept scallop catch.  The primary goal of this 
analysis was to identify bycatch ‘hotspots’ which could be potential candidate areas for an 
accountability measure.  The following sub sections describe the data used, methods, and data 
products from scallop bycatch seasonality analysis on two different spatial scales.      

2.1 Observed monthly flatfish d/k ratio by ten minute square  
Observed haul data from Limited Access and Limited Access General Category vessels were 
used to describe monthly d/K ratios of GB yellowtail flounder, SNE/MA yellowtail flounder, and 
N. windowpane flounder on the spatial scale of ten-minute squares. Data included in analysis 
were observed hauls from standard observer trips on Limited Access and Limited Access 
General Category dredge/trawl vessels between FY2006 and FY2016; data were compiled using 
the following SQL query1: 
 
select vessels,hauls, month, area, ten_m_sq, scallop_meat,  Yellowtail, Yellowtail/scallop_meat 
as D_K, (yellowtail/scallop_meat) *100 as D_K_percent from ( 
 

                                                 
1 This query is specific to Georges Bank yellowtail flounder; however, this same query was used for SNE/MA 
yellowtail and Northern windowpane flounder by modifying the species code (“a.nespp4) and statistical reporting 
area (a.area).  
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select count(unique hullnum1)as vessels, count(link3) as hauls,  month, area, ten_m_sq,  
sum(scallop_meat_k) as scallop_meat, sum(sum_yt_dk)as Yellowtail from ( 
select program, year, month, area,ten_m_sq, link1,link3, haulnum, sum_yt_dk, 
round(scallop_meat_dr,0) scallop_meat_k, hullnum1  FROM ( 
select 
a.program, 
substr(a.qdsq,1,4)||a.tenmsq as ten_m_sq, 
b.fleet_type, 
b.hullnum1, 
a.year, 
a.month, 
b.dateland, 
a.tripid, 
a.haulnum, 
a.link1, 
a.link3, 
a.qtr, 
a.negear, 
a.obsrflag, 
a.depth, 
a.targspec1, 
a.targspec2, 
a.targspec3, 
a.datehbeg, 
a.datehend, 
round(a.gis_lathbeg,6) gis_lathbeg, 
round(a.gis_lonhbeg * 1,6) gis_lonbeg, 
round(a.gis_lathend,6) gis_lathend, 
round(a.gis_lonhend* 1,6) gis_lonend, 
a.soakdur, 
a.nemarea, 
a.area, 
 
sum(case when a.nespp4 = '1230' and a.obsrflag = 1 and a.catdisp = 0 then a.hailwt else null end) 
as yt_d, 
sum(case when a.nespp4 = '1230' and a.obsrflag = 1 and a.catdisp = 1 then a.hailwt else null end) 
as yt_k, 
((sum(case when a.nespp4 = '1230' and a.obsrflag = 1 and a.catdisp = 0 then a.hailwt else 0 end)) 
+ (sum(case when a.nespp4 = '1230' and a.obsrflag = 1 and a.catdisp = 1 then a.hailwt else 0 
end))) as sum_yt_dk, 
sum(case when a.nespp4 = '8009' and a.obsrflag = 1 and a.catdisp = 1 and drflag = 1 then 
a.hailwt when a.nespp4 = '8009' and obsrflag = 1 and catdisp = 1 and drflag = 2 then a.hailwt / 
8.33 else null end) as scallop_meat_dr, 
--(sum(case when a.nespp4 = '8009' and a.obsrflag = 1 and a.catdisp = 1 and drflag = 1 then 
a.hailwt when drflag = '2' then a.hailwt * .120048 else null end)) as conv_sc_meat, 
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sum(case when a.nespp4 = '8009' and a.obsrflag = 1 and a.catdisp = 1 and drflag = 2 then 
a.hailwt else null end) as scallop_meat_rd 
 
from obhauspp a, obtrp b 
where a.link1 = b.link1 
and targspec1 = '8009' 
and b.fleet_type in ('046', '047') and 
b.dateland between '01-JAN-2006' and sysdate and obsrflag = 1 
and 
--a.area in ('537','539','526','612','613') 
a.area in ('522', '525','561','562') 
group by 
a.program, 
b.fleet_type, 
b.hullnum1, 
a.month, 
b.dateland, 
a.year, 
a.tripid, 
a.haulnum, 
a.link1, 
a.qtr, 
a.negear, 
a.obsrflag, 
a.depth, 
a.targspec1, 
a.targspec2, 
a.targspec3, 
a.datehbeg, 
a.datehend, 
a.gis_lathbeg, 
a.gis_lonhbeg, 
a.gis_lathend, 
a.gis_lonhend, 
a.soakdur, 
a.nemarea, 
a.area, 
a.link3, 
a.QDSQ, 
a.TENMSQ) 
 
 
group by  program, year, month, area,ten_m_sq, link1,link3, haulnum, sum_yt_dk, 
scallop_meat_dr, hullnum1) 
group by area, month, ten_m_sq) 
where hauls > '9' 
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; 
 
 
 
 
 
For each month, data were aggregated by ten-minute square. 
The d/K ratios for each ten-minute square were estimated using the following equation: 
 

(𝑑𝑑2006 + 𝑑𝑑2007 + 𝑑𝑑2008 + ⋯𝑑𝑑2016)
(𝐾𝐾2006 + 𝐾𝐾2007 + 𝐾𝐾2008 + ⋯𝐾𝐾2016)

 

 
Where d = observed weight of discarded flatfish (lbs) and K = observed weight of kept scallop 
meats (lbs).  For observed hauls where only round weights of scallops were recorded, lbs of 
round scallops were converted to lbs of dressed scallops using the equation: 

𝐾𝐾𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟
8.33

  

Where Kround = the weight of in shell scallops (lbs).  

 
To comply with data confidentiality requirements, the following figures only display ten-minute 
squares with observed activity from 3 or more vessels for each month. The blue lines depict 
boundaries of the GB and SNE/MA yellowtail flounder AM areas. The red line depicts the 
eastern boundary of the SNE/MA windowpane flounder AM gear restricted area (71° W). 
The first group of figures depict both GB yellowtail flounder and Northern windowpane flounder  
bycatch by month (one month per page, GB yellowtail flounder as top figure, and Northern 
windowpane flounder as the bottom figure). The second grouping of figures is for SNE/MA 
yellowtail flounder only (each page contains two months).  
 
The ‘stoplight’ scale for all figures is the same and represents the range of observed d/K ratio in 
ascending order (green is the lowest d/K and red is the highest).The scale for all figures was 
based loosely on a requirement that must be met by exempted fisheries, where incidental catch of 
regulated multispecies is less than 5% of the total catch of the fishery, by weight (CFR 
§648.80(a)(8)); green and yellow means approximately less than 5% of the total weight of 
observed catch was composed of the respective flatfish species, and orange and red means 
approximately 5% or more of the total weight of observed catch was composed of the respective 
flatfish species.  One way to interpret these figures is as follows: Yellow squares indicate 
between 3-5 lbs of flatfish catch per 100 lbs of dressed scallops kept, orange squares indicate 
between 5-13 lbs of flatfish catch per 100 lbs of dressed scallops kept, and red squares indicate 
over 14 lbs of flatfish catch per 100 lbs of dressed scallops kept. 
 

 

 

 

https://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/text-idx?SID=4e5e6f918124db992762a589b25c145a&mc=true&node=pt50.12.648&rgn=div5#se50.12.648_180
https://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/text-idx?SID=4e5e6f918124db992762a589b25c145a&mc=true&node=pt50.12.648&rgn=div5#se50.12.648_180
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2.2 Observed monthly flatfish d/k ratio by statistical reporting area 
PDT discussion focusing on the observed monthly flatfish d/K ratio by ten minute square 
analyses (described in Section 2.1) suggested that standardizing the ‘stoplight’ scale used in the 
figures could aid in the interpretation of said analyses.  It was also noted that identifying flatfish 
bycatch hotspots for the purpose of seasonal closures may not be feasible at the relatively fine-
scale of ten minute squares, and that there could be utility in looking at observed d/K ratio’s on 
the larger scale of statistical reporting areas.  These discussion points were addressed using a 
similar approach as Section 2.1. 

The following figures display observed monthly d/K ratios by statistical reporting area (SRA) for 
GB yellowtail flounder, SNE/MA yellowtail flounder, and N. windowpane flounder. Data 
included in analysis were observed hauls from standard observer trips on Limited Access and 
Limited Access General Category dredge/trawl vessels between FY2006 and FY2016. For each 
month, data were aggregated by SRA. 
The d/K ratios for each SRA were estimated using the following equation: 
 

(𝑑𝑑2006 + 𝑑𝑑2007 + 𝑑𝑑2008 + ⋯𝑑𝑑2016)
(𝐾𝐾2006 + 𝐾𝐾2007 + 𝐾𝐾2008 + ⋯𝐾𝐾2016)

 

 
Where d = observed weight of discarded flatfish (lbs) and K = observed weight of kept scallops 
(lbs).  For observed hauls where only round weights of scallops were recorded, lbs of round 
scallops were converted to lbs of dressed scallops using the equation: 

𝐾𝐾𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟
8.33

  

Where Kround = the weight of in shell scallops (lbs).  

 
To comply with data confidentiality requirements, the following figures only display SRAs with 
observed activity from 3 or more vessels for each month. The blue lines depict boundaries of the 
GB and SNE/MA yellowtail flounder AM areas. The purple line depicts the eastern 
boundary of the SNE/MA windowpane flounder AM gear restricted area (71° W). 
The first group of figures depict both GB yellowtail flounder and Northern windowpane flounder 
bycatch by month (one month per page, GB yellowtail flounder as top figure, and Northern 
windowpane flounder as the bottom figure). The second grouping of figures is for SNE/MA 
yellowtail flounder only (each page contains two months).  
 
The ‘stoplight’ scale for all figures is specific to individual flatfish species and represents the 
percentile range of observed d/K ratio in ascending order (green is the minimum to 25th 
percentile d/K observed, yellow is 50th percentile d/K observed, orange is 75th percentile d/K 
observed, and red is 100th percentile d/K observed). An example of how to interpret these figures 
is described here for SNE/MA yellowtail flounder: Green squares indicated between 0.03-0.52 
lbs of yellowtail catch per 100 lbs of dressed scallops kept, yellow squares indicate between 
0.53-1.35 lbs of yellowtail catch per 100 lbs of scallops kept, orange squares indicate between 
1.36-2.96 lbs of yellowtail catch per 100 lbs of scallops kept, and red squares indicate between 
2.97-18.13 lbs of yellowtail catch per 100 lbs of scallops kept. 
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3.0 SCALLOP GEAR CHARACTERISTICS  

3.1 Observed hanging ratio  
At their June 1st, 2017 meeting, the Scallop Committee passed a motion which recommended 
flatfish AMs be developed consistent for all flatfish with the existing gear modifications for the 
SNE windowpane AM (5-row apron and 1.5:1 hanging ratio). Following this guidance, the PDT 
expressed interest in investigating what hanging ratios are used by the industry, and how hanging 
ratios may be dictated by the mode and(or) geographical region of fishing.   

Hanging ratio is defined as the number of twine top meshes connected to each ring on the dredge 
frame (see Figure 1).  

 
Figure 1. Typical configuration of the topside of a New Bedford scallop dredge.2  

 
 

 

 

                                                 
2 Source: Goff, K. D. 2002. Ring diameter and closed area scallop fisheries. Masters thesis, Virginia Institute of 
Marine Science, College of William and Mary. (Note: labels and colors added to original figure) 
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The Northeast Fishery Observer Program has recorded scallop dredge characteristics since 2008, 
including apron length, number of rings in the skirt, number of meshes in the twine top, and 
dredge frame type.  Scallop dredge characteristics data from standard observer trips on Limited 
Access vessels between 2008-2016 were compiled at the trip level using the following query: 

select distinct 

a.link1, 

a.program, 

case when a.program in ('000', '010') then 'Open' when a.program = '201' then 'NL' when 
a.program = '202' then 'CAI' when a.program = '203' then 'CAII' when a.program = '204' then 
'HC' when a.program = '205' then 'VB' when a.program = '206' then 'ET' when a.program = '207' 
then 'DMV' when a.program = '208' then 'MAAA' when a.program = '102' then 'TC_exc' else 
'other' end as PROG, 

b.fleet_type, case when b.fleet_type = '047' then 'LAGC' when b.fleet_type = '046' then 'LA' else 
'Other' end as FLEET, 

a.year, 

a.month, 

a.tripid, 

--a.gearnum, 

a.negear, 

a.dredgesdeployed, 

a.framewidp, 

a.framewids, 

a.mctwtopwidp, 

a.mctwtopwids, 

a.nringtwtopp, 

a.nringtwtops, 

a.nrowapronp, 

a.nrowaprons, 

a.frametypp, case when a.frametypp='1' then 'STANDARD' when a.frametypp='2' then 
'TURTLE' when a.frametypp = '0' then 'NA' when a.frametypp = '9' then 'OTHER' end as 
PORT_DREDGE, 

a.frametyps, case when a.frametyps='1' then 'STANDARD' when a.frametyps='2' then 'TURTLE' 
when a.frametyps = '0' then 'NA' when a.frametyps = '9' then 'OTHER' end as 
STBRD_DREDGE, 

c.area, -- case when c.area < 599 then 'GB' when c.area >=599 then 'Mid_Atl' else 'OTHER' end 
as REGION, 
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round(a.mctwtopwidp/a.nringtwtopp, 1) as hangratio_p, 

round(a.mctwtopwids/a.nringtwtops, 1) as hangratio_s--, 

--c.gis_lathbeg, c.gis_lonhbeg 

from  

OBSDGH a, obtrp b, obhau c 

where a.link1 = b.link1 and b.link1 = c.link1 and a.year between 2008  

and 2016  

--and round(a.mctwtopwidp/a.nringtwtopp, 1) is not NULL 

--and round(a.mctwtopwids/a.nringtwtops, 1) is not NULL  

--and c.area < 599  

and b.fleet_type = '046' --and a.program = '000'  

order by year desc , month desc  

; 

 

Hanging ratios were rounded to the nearest half integer (1:1, 1.5:1, 2:1, 2.5:1, etc.).  To account 
for observed trips with differing hanging ratios between dredges, the maximum hanging ratio 
was used.  The following bubble plots show the proportion of observed trips by maximum 
hanging ratio between 2008-2016 for LA vessels, by broad stock area, year, and statistical 
reporting area (SRA), for both open-area and access area trips (Figure 2 - Figure 6). All values 
displayed in the following figures have been edited to comply with confidentiality requirements.  
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Figure 2. The annual proportion of limited access Georges Bank open-area observed trips by hanging ratio 
from 2008 to 2016. 

 
Figure 3. The proportion of hanging ratios for open-area observed trips on Georges Bank by SRA (2008-
2016).
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Figure 4. The annual proportion of limited access SNE/MA open-area observed trips by hanging ratio from 
2008 to 2016. 

 
Figure 5. The proportion of hanging ratios for open-area observed trips in SNE/MA by SRA (2008-2016). 
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Figure 6. The proportion of observed access area trips by hanging ratio (2008-2016).  

 
 

3.2 Observed dredge type  
The current AM for SNE windowpane flounder is a gear modification that requires the use of a 
5-row apron with 1.5:1 maximum hanging ratio while fishing open-area west of 71° W.  This 
AM was based on an bycatch reduction project performed by Coonamessett Farm Foundation 
(final report here), which measured flatfish bycatch rates of a control dredge (turtle deflector 
dredge with 8-row apron, 60 mesh twine top) vs. an experimental dredge (turtle deflector dredge 
with 5-row apron, 45 mesh twine top).     

The use of turtle deflector dredges (TDDs) is a regulatory requirement when fishing west of 71° 
W from May 1st to November 30th.  This requirement does not include the stock boundaries of 
Georges Bank yellowtail flounder and Northern windowpane flounder.  In light of this, and 
because the Scallop Committee passed a motion recommending flatfish AMs be developed 
consistent for all flatfish with the existing gear modifications for the SNE/MA windowpane 
flounder AM, the PDT expressed interest in investigating whether the Coonamessett Farm 
Foundation experimental TDD was representative of industry behavior (i.e. do fishermen use 
TDDs on Georges Bank?).  

The Northeast Fishery Observer Program has recorded scallop dredge frame type since 2011 (i.e. 
standard/New Bedford, TDD).  This data (compiled using the query described in section 3.1)    

https://www.nefsc.noaa.gov/coopresearch/pdfs/FR-12-0041_CFF_Testing.pdf
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was used here to describe typical dredge types used by the Limited Access (LA) component of 
the fishery from 2011-2016.   

The following figures display the number of observed LA trips using either a standard/New 
Bedford dredge or a TDD by broad stock area, year, statistical reporting area (SRA), and by 
fishing mode (open-area vs. access area trips).  The figures only display trips which used a 
consistent dredge frame type (i.e. could not have fished one TDD and one New Bedford dredge 
in same trip).  
 

Figure 7. The number of observed limited access open-area trips in SNE/MA by dredge frame type from 2011 
to 2016.  
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Figure 8. The number of observed limited access open-area trips on Georges Bank by dredge frame type from 
2011 to 2016.  

 
Figure 9.  The number of observed limited access trips to Closed Area II access area by dredge frame type.  
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Figure 10. The percentage of dredge frame types used on observed access area trips from 2011-2016.  

 
 

4.0 FLATFISH BYCATCH SAVINGS  
The Scallop PDT explored spatial and temporal trends of bycatch interactions by the scallop fleet 
with the ultimate goal of identifying an appropriate time and location where the use of a GRA 
would be most impactful on bycatch reduction and least impactful on scallop fishery operations.  
To date, the time and location of bycatch interactions by the scallop fleet have been described in 
terms of observed d/K values (ratio of discarded flatfish to the weight of kept scallops); previous 
d/K analysis presented to the PDT investigated the identification of bycatch ‘hotspots’ that could 
be candidate areas for a GRA at both the ten-minute square and statistical reporting area (SRA) 
level.   
 
While the PDT has acknowledged the utility of identifying monthly bycatch ‘hotspots’, it has 
also noted that high observed d/K values do not necessarily reflect a time and place where the 
level of fishing would be impactful to the flatfish sub-ACLs in place for the scallop fleet.  For 
example, though both observed Georges Bank yellowtail flounder and N. windowpane flounder 
d/K is high in February, very little effort is directed in this region at this time of year; therefore, 
though bycatch rates are high, the actual weight of flatfish caught by the scallop fleet in February 
is minimal relative to the amount of flatfish caught across the entire year. Additionally, in light 
of practicality and enforceability constraints of implementing a GRA at the ten-minute square or 
statistical reporting area level, the PDT has directed AM development towards the broad stock 
level (i.e. Georges Bank, Southern New England/Mid-Atlantic).   

Further, it was suggested that the time series of observer data being used to estimate monthly d/K 
ratios by ten-minute square and SRA (2006-2016) could misrepresent bycatch interactions 
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expected in the future due to changes in management strategy and variation in flatfish stocks 
during this time, particularly in yellowtail flounder.  Members of the PDT agreed that identifying 
a time series of observer data that is representative of recent management and flatfish stock 
status to be important as AM development continues (this discussion point was addressed in 
section 5.2).  

The following points summarize the PDT’s recommended scope of AM development (from June 
18, 2017 meeting): 

1. Focus on applying the 5-row apron with 1.5:1 hanging ratio as gear modification for AM. 
2. Use the GRA “savings” values from the 2012 CFF study comparing 5-row apron to 8-

row apron and 1.5:1 hanging ratio as upper bound of gear modification savings. 
3. For Northern windowpane flounder and GB yellowtail flounder, apply GRA starting with 

the GB yellowtail broad stock area (SRA 522, 525, 561, 562). 
4. For SNE/MA yellowtail flounder, focus on areas west of 71°W (same a SNE/MA 

windowpane flounder AM area). 
a. Consider the range of SNE YT – what is the southern extent of its range? 

5. Focus on open area (not access area) for GRAs. 
6. All bycatch of GB yellowtail flounder in FY 2017 is coming from CAII. Consider a delay 

in the opening as reactive AM (time/area closure). 
7. As a starting point, consider prohibiting trawl gear in certain areas. 

The methods described below are outlined in two sections: section 4.1 details the approach taken 
to identify years of observer data which are most representative of recent management and 
bycatch interactions by the scallop fleet; and section 4.2 explains how that observer and dealer 
data were used to estimate the bycatch savings gained from using a GRA consistent with the 
current SNE/MA windowpane flounder AM (5-row apron). 

4.1 Normalized monthly d/K, GB yellowtail and N. windowpane 
Observed hauls from open-area trips within the GB yellowtail flounder stock area (SRAs 562, 
561, 522, and 525) were compiled by month and year across the time series (FY2007-2016).  For 
each month of each year, GB yellowtail flounder d/K values were calculated using: 

 
𝑑𝑑
𝐾𝐾

 

 
Where d = observed weight of discarded and kept flatfish (lbs) and K = observed weight of kept 
scallops (lbs).  Previous examples referred to K as the dressed weight of kept scallops. Here, to 
be consistent with d/K methods employed by GARFO and NEFSC, K refers to the round weight 
of kept scallops.  

Monthly d/K values were then scaled using the z-score standardization approach: 

𝑧𝑧 =  
(𝑥𝑥 −  𝜇𝜇)

𝜎𝜎
 

Where x is the monthly d/K value (i.e. September 2008), µ is the sample mean d/K value for a 
given month across all years of data (i.e. mean d/K of September 2007-2016), and σ is the 
sample standard deviation.  
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Figure 11 shows monthly z-scores plotted with the annual average z-score for GB yellowtail 
flounder; the points in Figure 11 are individual z-scores that are color coded to month and the red 
dashed line shows the annual average z-score. The horizontal red lines represent the critical 
value of statistical significance for a two-tailed Z-test at α = 0.05 (y = ±1.96). Therefore, a point 
on the figure that is ≤ -1.96 or ≥ 1.96 is a month that is significantly higher or lower than that 
month across the rest of time series.  For example, the z-score for September 2008, 2.64, was 
greater than the upper critical value; this means that the d/K value for September 2008 was 
significantly greater than observed d/K values for September 2007, and 2009-2016.  

The methods described above were also used for Northern windowpane flounder3, and are 
displayed in Figure 12.  
 

 
 

Figure 11. Monthly z-scores of GB yellowtail d/K.  The dashed red line is the annual average z-score.  The 
horizonal red lines are the critical values of significance for a two-tailed Z-test at α = 0.05 (± 1.96). 

 
 

 

 

 

                                                 
3 Though the Northern windowpane flounder stock area expands beyond SRAs 562, 561, 522, and 525, d/K analysis 
for Northern windowpane flounder was limited to these in order to be consistent with the GB yellowtail stock area. 
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Figure 12. Monthly z-scores of Northern windowpane d/K.  The dashed red line is the annual average z-score.  
The horizonal red lines are the critical values of significance for a two-tailed Z-test at α = 0.05 (± 1.96). 

 
 

Normalizing observed monthly d/K values in this manner is useful because it 1) highlights 
annual trends across the time series (which would have been hidden in previous analysis because 
data were aggregated from 2006-2016), and 2) provides a visual aid for identifying the extent of 
observer data which best characterizes current bycatch interactions by the scallop fleet.  

Figure 11 and Figure 12 suggest GB yellowtail flounder and N. windowpane flounder followed 
very different annual trends from 2007 to 2011; GB yellowtail flounder z-scores seem to 
fluctuate sharply during this time, while N. windowpane flounder z-scores decrease quickly from 
2007 to 2009 and then remain stable from 2009 to 2011. Furthermore, monthly z-scores deviated 
farther from the annual average and the majority of outliers (points ≤ -1.96 or ≥ 1.96) were 
evident during this time for both GB yellowtail flounder and N. windowpane flounder.  

The trends seen from 2012 to 2016 seem to follow a similar pattern for both GB yellowtail 
flounder and N. windowpane flounder; the annual average gradually inclines from 2012 to 2014 
and then decreases gradually from 2014 to 2016.  Additionally, only one outlier is evident for 
both stocks during this time (N. windowpane flounder, October 2014).  Because of the same 
general trend and lack of outliers between 2012 and 2016, aggregating available fishery data (i.e. 
observer and dealer landings) on a monthly basis from this time period would best characterize 
expected bycatch interactions by the scallop fleet in the near future.    
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4.2 Bycatch savings calculation 

4.2.1 Georges Bank yellowtail flounder and Northern windowpane flounder 
Bycatch savings for flatfish stocks in the Georges Bank region were calculated with two 
potential AM options in mind: 1) using a GRA while fishing Georges Bank open area, and 2) 
using a GRA while fishing a trip to Closed Area II Access Area and(or) implementing a closure 
in Closed Area II Access Area.   

The scallop fishery is managed through a rotational management scheme which often changes 
the spatial configuration of fishery access on an annual basis. The amount of scallop catch and 
associated bycatch of flatfish coming from either open area fishing on Georges Bank or from 
Closed Area II Access Area fishing will not be proportional each year because Closed Area II 
Access Area is not allocated to every year.  It is for this reason that bycatch savings values 
presented in the following sections are relative to the amount of flatfish caught from either 
Georges Bank open-area or from Closed Area II Access Area, but not both.  Acknowledging that 
this caveat may make comparing AM options from these respective parts of the resource 
difficult, observer data was used to inform the expected proportion of GB yellowtail flounder 
and N. windowpane flounder that would be caught from Georges Bank open area fishing and 
Closed Area II Access Area in years where Closed Access Area II is fished.  

The most recent years that Closed Area II Access Area was fished consecutively are FY2013-
2014.  Dealer reported landings and observed scallop and flatfish catches from these years were 
compiled by month, and the formula detailed in section 4.2.1.1 was used to estimate total flatfish 
caught from Georges Bank open-area and Closed Area II Access Area, respectively (Table 1). 
Table 1 suggests that flatfish catch from Georges Bank open area and Closed Area II AA was 
proportional for both species; it was therefore assumed that bycatch savings values would also be 
relatively proportional, meaning that the level of bycatch reduction expected through the 
different Georges Bank AM options (i.e. Georges Bank open-area, Closed Area II Access Area) 
could be compared.  

 
Table 1. Estimated GB yellowtail, N. windowpane, and scallop catch (round lbs) from Georges Bank open-
area (‘OPEN’) and Closed Area II Access Area (‘CAII’) in FY2013 and FY2014.  

FY2013-2014 CAII OPEN TOTAL 

GB YT CATCH  
            
119,231  

              
85,228  

              
204,459  

  58% 42%   

NWP CATCH  
              
93,049  

              
77,173  

              
170,222  

  55% 45%   
SCALLOP 
CATCH 

       
39,587,967  

       
67,737,364  

       
107,325,331  

  37% 63%   
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4.2.1.1 Georges Bank open-area 
A combination of haul level observer data and reported dealer landings from 2012-2016 were 
used to calculate the upper limit of GB yellowtail flounder and N. windowpane flounder bycatch 
savings gained by using a GRA in a given month for open-area fishing on Georges Bank.  This 
‘back casting’ approach provides the bycatch savings that could have been gained between 2012 
and 2016, and assumes these savings values represent the upper limit of what can be expected by 
using a GRA in the future.  

 

First, observer data and reported dealer landings were aggregated on a monthly basis.  Then, the 
live weight of flatfish discards for each month was estimated using the formula4,5: 

�
𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑑𝑑 𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑌 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑜𝑜𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑜𝑜𝑑𝑑𝑜𝑜 𝑑𝑑𝑎𝑎𝑑𝑑 𝑘𝑘𝑜𝑜𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘

𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑑𝑑 𝑘𝑘𝑜𝑜𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 𝑑𝑑𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎
∗  𝑑𝑑𝑜𝑜𝑑𝑑𝑎𝑎𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑘𝑘𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑘𝑘𝑜𝑜𝑑𝑑 𝑘𝑘𝑜𝑜𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 𝑑𝑑𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎� 

The total weight of flatfish discards was then calculated by summing all monthly flatfish 
discards.  Monthly flatfish discards were then multiplied by the bycatch reduction parameter 
associated with using a 5-row apron (0.66 for yellowtail flounder, 0.54 for windowpane 
flounder).  Then, bycatch savings gained by using a GRA in a month was calculated by: 

 
𝑘𝑘𝑜𝑜𝑘𝑘𝑑𝑑𝑎𝑎  𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑜𝑜𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑜𝑜𝑑𝑑𝑜𝑜 − (𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑜𝑜𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑜𝑜𝑑𝑑𝑜𝑜 𝑑𝑑𝑎𝑎 𝑚𝑚𝑜𝑜𝑎𝑎𝑘𝑘ℎ 𝑤𝑤𝑑𝑑𝑘𝑘ℎ 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺 + 𝑜𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑜𝑜𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑜𝑜𝑑𝑑𝑜𝑜 𝑑𝑑𝑎𝑎 𝑚𝑚𝑜𝑜𝑎𝑎𝑘𝑘ℎ𝑜𝑜 𝑤𝑤𝑑𝑑𝑘𝑘ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑘𝑘 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺)

𝑘𝑘𝑜𝑜𝑘𝑘𝑑𝑑𝑎𝑎 𝑤𝑤𝑜𝑜𝑑𝑑𝑔𝑔ℎ𝑘𝑘 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑜𝑜𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑜𝑜𝑑𝑑𝑜𝑜
 

    
 

Table 2 and Figure 3 display monthly Georges Bank yellowtail flounder and Northern 
windowpane flounder bycatch savings in relation to the percentage of GB open-area landings 
reported in each month.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
4 This is a modified version of the formula used by GARFO staff to monitor flatfish discards by the scallop fleet in-
season (methods can be seen here). Approximately 99% of dealer reported landings were scallops.  
5 ‘Observed kept all’ included only scallops while ‘dealer reported kept all’ included all landed species.  This will 
likely have minimal impact on calculations because approximately 99% of ‘dealer reported kept all’ were scallops.  

 

https://www.greateratlantic.fisheries.noaa.gov/ro/fso/Reports/ScallopProgram/ACL_YT_catch_estimation_20120815.pdf
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Table 2.  GB yellowtail and N. windowpane bycatch savings gained by using a 5-row apron in each month for 
GB open-area fishing.  The percentage of landings from GB open-area fishing in each month is given in the 
first column.  Fishery data used were from 2012-2016.  

Month 
% 
landings GB YT bycatch savings 

NWP bycatch 
savings 

April 5.8% 1.5% 9.0% 
May 20.4% 9.1% 11.8% 
June 29.3% 12.9% 2.8% 
July 17.9% 7.0% 3.5% 

August 14.5% 1.2% 4.7% 
September 7.0% 1.0% 1.7% 

October 1.6% 0.3% 0.3% 
November 0.4% 0.0% 1.5% 
December 0.4% 0.0% 0.0% 
January 0.4% 0.0% 0.0% 
February 0.3% 0.1% 4.5% 
March 2.0% 0.3% 6.2% 
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Figure 13. Monthly bycatch savings gained by using a 5-row apron while GB open-area fishing for GB 
yellowtail (orange bars) and N. windowpane (grey bars).  The solid blue line represents the percentage of 
landings in a month from Georges Bank open areas.  

 

4.2.1.2 Closed Area II Access Area and extension 
PDT discussion noted that fishing in Closed Area II AA can result in relatively high bycatch of 
GB yellowtail flounder and Northern windowpane flounder.  For this reason, it was suggested 
that either a reactive closure of CAII AA (in addition to the proactive closure already in place, 
August 15th – November 15th), or requiring a GRA during certain months in CAII AA, could be 
candidate reactive AMs for Georges Bank yellowtail flounder and Northern windowpane 
flounder.  

Monthly bycatch savings gained from a reactive closure of CAII AA were calculated using the 
formula: 

 
𝑘𝑘𝑜𝑜𝑘𝑘𝑑𝑑𝑎𝑎 𝑤𝑤𝑜𝑜𝑑𝑑𝑔𝑔ℎ𝑘𝑘 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑜𝑜𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑜𝑜𝑑𝑑𝑜𝑜 − 𝑤𝑤𝑜𝑜𝑑𝑑𝑔𝑔ℎ𝑘𝑘 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑜𝑜𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑜𝑜𝑑𝑑𝑜𝑜 𝑑𝑑𝑎𝑎 𝑑𝑑𝑜𝑜𝑎𝑎𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑜𝑜𝑑𝑑 𝑚𝑚𝑜𝑜𝑎𝑎𝑘𝑘ℎ 

𝑘𝑘𝑜𝑜𝑘𝑘𝑑𝑑𝑎𝑎 𝑤𝑤𝑜𝑜𝑑𝑑𝑔𝑔ℎ𝑘𝑘 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑜𝑜𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑜𝑜𝑑𝑑𝑜𝑜
 

 

Note that dealer reported kept all for CA II AA is was not available at the time of analysis. 
Instead, monthly scallop landings from the GARFO scallop quota monitoring website were used 
as a proxy.  Prior to bycatch savings calculation, reported landings were converted from meat lbs 
to round weights (meat lbs. x 8.33).  
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https://www.greateratlantic.fisheries.noaa.gov/aps/monitoring/atlanticseascallop.html
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The PDT noted that savings analysis may be more informative if observer and dealer data were 
trimmed to only include years where CAII AA was fished with the current seasonal closure 
schedule (Aug 15th – Nov 15th); therefore, data used for CAII AA bycatch savings analysis were 
from FY2013-FY2015. 

Monthly GB yellowtail flounder and N. windowpane flounder bycatch savings gained from 
using a GRA in Closed Area II AA are describe in Table 3 and Figure 14. Monthly GB 
yellowtail flounder and N. windowpane flounder bycatch savings gained from closing Closed 
Area II AA are describe in Table 4 and Figure 15.  
 

 

Table 3. The percent of monthly landings and bycatch savings gained by using a GRA in Closed Area II 
Access Area.  

Month 
% 
landings 

GB YT bycatch 
savings 

NWP bycatch 
savings 

April 1.2% 1.1% 5.9% 

May 1.7% 0.2% 0.0% 

June 24.5% 7.0% 3.0% 

July 33.4% 8.9% 7.7% 

August 20.9% 5.9% 2.1% 

September 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 

October 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 

November 7.8% 3.7% 4.0% 

December 7.2% 5.6% 19.5% 

January 1.7% 0.8% 1.7% 

February 1.1% 0.0% 0.0% 

March 0.6% 0.2% 2.2% 
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Figure 14. Monthly GB yellowtail and N. windowpane bycatch savings gained by using a 5-row apron while 
fishing in Closed Area II AA.  The blue line shows the percentage of landings from Closed Area II AA by 
month.  Fishery data used were from 2013-2015. 

 
Table 4. The percent of monthly landings and bycatch savings gained by closing Closed Area II Access Area. 

Month % landings GB YT bycatch savings NWP bycatch savings 

April 1.2% 3.3% 12.8% 

May 1.7% 0.7% 0.0% 

June 24.5% 20.9% 6.5% 

July 33.4% 26.7% 16.6% 

August 20.9% 17.8% 4.6% 

September 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 

October 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 

November 7.8% 11.0% 8.8% 

December 7.2% 16.7% 42.4% 

January 1.7% 2.4% 3.6% 

February 1.1% 0.0% 0.0% 

March 0.6% 0.5% 4.7% 
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Figure 15. Monthly GB yellowtail and N. windowpane bycatch savings gained by not fishing Closed Area II 
AA.  The blue line shows the percentage of landings from Closed Area II AA by month.  Fishery data used 
were from 2013-2015. 

 

4.2.1.2.1 Closed Area II extension, yellowtail seasonality 
The Scallop Committee and PDT discussed combining Closed Area II AA and Closed Area II 
extension as a potential spatial management configuration for FY2018.  Closed Area II extension 
was closed in FY2015 to protect a set of juvenile scallops that were observed by survey groups. 
Prior to FY2015, Closed Area II extension was considered part of the open-area and could be 
fished by Limited Access vessels operating under DAS management. In light of bycatch 
concerns, the Scallop Committee tasted the PDT with investigating yellowtail seasonality in and 
providing input on a potential proactive seasonal closure of CAII ext.  

Observer data from FY2007-FY2016 was used to examine differences in GB yellowtail flounder 
seasonality in Closed Area II extension compared to Closed Area II Access Area. Observed 
hauls during this time were combined by on a bimonthly basis, and then yellowtail flounder d/K 
was estimated for Closed Area II extension and Closed Area II Access Area (Figure 16).  Fishing 
in Closed Area II extension has been sporadic and relatively uncommon over the time period 
considered here, and made presenting d/K comparisons difficult because of confidentiality 
concerns.  
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There were far fewer observed hauls in CAII ext. (2,376) compared to CAII AA (7,260) between 
FY2007 and FY2016.  GB yellowtail flounder d/K in CAII ext. appeared to be highest in the late 
fall and winter months (Figure 16).   

 
Figure 16. Observed bimonthly yellowtail d/K in Closed Area II AA (blue) and Closed Area II extension 
(orange). Data used were from FY2007-FY2016).  

 
 

4.2.1.2.2 Closed Area II extension, open v. closed 
The PDT also discussed the potential impact of CAII ext. being open or closed on bycatch 
savings expected by using a GRA while fishing open areas of Georges Bank.  This point was 
addressed by recalculating both GB yellowtail flounder and N. windowpane flounder bycatch 
savings (as detailed in section 4.2) for Georges Bank open-area and excluding all landings and 
observed catches of flatfish and scallops from Closed Area II extension.  The resulting 
differences between expected bycatch savings appeared to be minimal for both GB yellowtail 
flounder (Figure 17) and N. windowpane flounder (Figure 18), regardless of whether CAII ext. 
was open or closed to fishing.  Between FY2008 and FY2016, roughly 13% of total landings 
from Georges Bank open-area fishing were from CAII ext.  
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Figure 17. A comparison of the proportions of landings and Georges Bank yellowtail bycatch savings when 
Closed Area II extension is open (in grey) vs. when Closed Area II extension is closed (in red).  
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Figure 18. A comparison of the proportions of landings and Northern windowpane bycatch savings when 
Closed Area II extension is open (in grey) vs. when Closed Area II extension is closed (in red). 

 
 

4.2.2 SNE/MA yellowtail 
The same data set was used with the methods described above to calculate monthly SNE/MA 
yellowtail flounder bycatch savings gained by using the 5-row apron with 1.5:1 maximum 
hanging ratio gear modification while fishing open-area west of 71° W longitude.  This boundary 
is consistent with the current AM area for SNE/MA windowpane flounder (see Figure 20). 

The results of SNE/MA yellowtail flounder bycatch savings analysis are shown in Table 5 and 
Figure 19. 
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Table 5. The percentage of monthly landings from open area fishing west of 71° W longitude in relation to 
monthly SNE/MA yellowtail bycatch savings gained by using a 5-row apron while fishing open areas west of 
71° W longitude. Fishery data used were from 2012-2016. 

Month % 
landings 

SNE/MA YT 
bycatch savings 

Apr 16.2% 9.8% 
May 19.8% 7.4% 
Jun 13.4% 3.3% 
Jul 10.6% 2.1% 

Aug 10.8% 1.0% 
Sep 9.8% 1.7% 
Oct 5.2% 1.0% 

Nov 2.2% 0.3% 
Dec 2.0% 0.5% 
Jan 1.6% 0.4% 
Feb 2.6% 0.9% 
Mar 5.8% 4.9% 

 

Figure 19. Monthly SNE/MA yellowtail bycatch savings gained by using a 5-row apron while open-area 
fishing west of 71° W longitude (orange bars).  The blue line shows the percentage of landings from fishing 
open areas west of 71° W longitude by month.  Fishery data used were from 2012-2016. 
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Figure 20. Boundary of the potential open-area SNE/MA yellowtail reactive AM.  
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